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With the rapid development of transportation, people have an increasingly demand on 
logistics informatization. The traditional manual way of logistics enterprise management, with 
low efficiency and high probability of failure,  can not only be unable to cope with new 
complex problems and new challenges, but also be in the unfavorable situation among the 
competition of the same industry. As a result, a set of scientific logistics information 
intelligent management system for logistics enterprisesis is very necessary, which can solve 
the existing problems effectively in the traditional manual management, improve work 
efficiency, cut the cost, leading in a more favorable position in market competition. This 
dissertation is about the design and development of the logistics vehicle management system. 
First of all, logistics vehicle management system in this dissertation is realized based on 
the database-design-technology of Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and .Net three layer 
architecture. It includes five functional modules, mainly solve the problems of vehicle 
scheduling and vehicle positioning and so on. 
Secondly, the main line of the design is the waterfall model in software engineering. It 
introduces each module of the logistics vehicle management system , the process of the key 
module code realization, the interface design, the system function and the test results of the 
system performance. 
The effect of the research and implementation of this project is significant, which 
significantly improves the management efficiency of logistics enterprises. Practice has proved 
that the system has been normal used, and achieves the desired results, which gets many 
praises from users. This system also fully embodies the applicability and reliability. 
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究，结合射频识别(Radio Frequency Identification,简称 RFID）、全球定位系统（Global 
Positioning System，简称 GPS）、地理信息系统（Geographic Information System，简称
GIS）等技术，融合电子数据交换（Electronic Data Interchange，简称 EDI）、企业资源
计划（Enterprise Resource Planning，简称 ERP）、供应链管理（Supply Chain Management，
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